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Wildflower gardening
Wildflowers, once the
poor relations of their carefully hybridized, domesticated cousins, have found a
new popularity in recent
years. Gardeners looking for
low-maintenance, seasonlong flower displays or plantings with a natural, informal
beauty are turning to wildflowers.
Unfortunately, reality
may set in and the wildflower
garden may fail to live up to
expectations. Following the
"till, sow and enjoy" approach
to wildflower gardening may
be disappointing.
Research at Cornell
showed that plots tilled and
sown with· various wildflower
seed mixtures reverted in a
year, or at most two years, to

native weeds.
The seed plots were
showiest the fust year., with
the peak display coming in
the fall. But weeds quickly
invaded and outcompeted the
Western and exotic species.
The seed mixture that contained many species already
naturalized to the area performed the best, but even it
didn't tum into the lush wildflower meadow pictured on
the seed packet By the third
summer, it was indistinguishable from the other weedchoked plots.
If you're interested in
establishing a native wildflower planting, the easiest
way is simply to quit mowing
a, particular ~ or till it and

let native species move in on
their own. You could speed
the process along by sowing
seeds of desirable species or
transplanting
purchased
plants into the area. Buying
plants will speed up the process but increase the cost.
Transplanting plants from the
wild may be illegal.
Be prepared to water and
weed to remove less desirable
plants.
As the Cornell researcbers
found, all gardening requires
weeding, and meadow gardening is no exception. Simply sowing a packet of
meadow wildflower seeds
won't guarantee you an attractive, work-free flower display. (DJ)

Conservation tillag,e cultivator
& guidance system delDonstration
A Conservation Tillage
Cultivator and Guidance Systern Demonstration isscbeduled for Monday, June 10, at
11 a.m., near Wahoo. The
exact location is at an irrigated cornfield just north of
the Kromel Grain and Storage
facility along Highways 77 &
92 (north edge of Wahoo), or
south of the State Vehicle
Weigb Station.
With the conservation

,
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Lancaster extension clubs give
$600 in scholarships

\.
..J
~----------------------------'"
Vema Deinert, chairwoman of the Lancaster
County Council of Home
Extension Club's education
and scbolarsbip committee,
presented four scholarships
totaling $600 at Home Extension Club Night at the LincoIn Community Playbouse
on May 29.
Karen Hatting, a junior
bome economics education
major at the University of
Nebraska in Lincoln, received a $275 scbolarship
Karen Hatting
Julie Jurgens
which is funded by extension
club members in the county.
Karen, the mother of three, Lincoln (Cathy McQuinn, is the daughter of Randy and
Cheryl Jurgens, Lincoln.
including a daugbter in col- president).
The Lancaster Home
lege, was also presented with
Julie Jurgens, a student
the $100 homemaker scholar- enrolled in child development Extension Clubs have funded
ships given by the Jolly at Southeast Community Col- home economics scbolarships
Dozen Extension Club of lege. was presented with a since 1963 and plan to conWavedy (Darleen~ Marolf, $1~5 scbolarship from the tinue . tbe- ·projec't ·1\)1· -\~;< .,.
president) and the East Cam- LanCaster County bome ex- (EW)
pus Starrs Extension Club of tension club members. Julie

emphasis as a part of the farm cultural engineers and equip-

program, numerous farm op- ment company representaeratOrs are planting no-till. tives will discuss features on

' However, there is often an interest by producers to cultivale after planting, tQ control
weeds. A variety of cultivators and guidance systems
will be demonstrated by local
farmers in no-till com planted
into irrigated corn residue.
University of Nebraska
Cooperative Extension agri-

cultivator and guidance systems and adjustments that can
be made for different types of
conditions. Luncb will be
served at the site, compliments of agribusiness representatives. The rain date is
Friday, June 14, same location and time. (DV)

55 Alive course offered in July
The AARP course for
drivers 50 years and older will
be presented at the Lancaster
Extension Conference Center
on Monday and Tuesday, My
15 and 16.10 a.m. to 2:30p.m.
The 8-hour course provides a review ~fbasic driving
rules and covers license re-

newal, the effects of aging and
medications on driving skills,
and accident prevention
measures.
The course fee is $8,
payable at the frrstmeeting. A

minimum of six persons are
needed in order to hold the
class. Participants are asked
to bring a sack lunch. Please
phone 471-7180 to enroll.
(EW)

, Drivers license change to affect some farmers
Lincoln At least
some fanners and ranchers
will be required to get commercial drivers licenses before a new federal law goes
into effect on April 1 of next
year, a Nebraska Department
of Motor Vehicles official
said.
Lee Caskey, the department's drivers license manager, said drivers of most farm
trucks will be exempt. However, there are a few exceptions.
The ftrst is for drivers of
tractor-trailer trucks of more

than 26,000 pounds, even if
the truck is farm-plated, be
said.
Other farm-plated
trucks are exempt as long as
. they are driven no more than
150 "air miles" from the registered owner's farm or ranch.
, The other major exception is for hauling large loads
of hazardous materials, which
includes most agricultural
pesticides and fertilizers,
Caskey said.
He explained that hazardous materials are classified as either Table 1 or Table
2 materials. Table 1 materials

always require a placard on
the truck and a commercial
license for the driver. However, most farm cbemicals fall
under Table 2. No placard or
commercial license is required if the load is less than
1,000 pounds, be said.
Anhydrous ammonia
tanks of less than 3,000 gallons also are exempted under
state law, Caskey said.
A final exception is for
vehicles carrying 16 or more
people, the drivers of wbicb
will need the commercial license, Caskey said.

Thus the exceptions
leave drivers of semis, passenger transports, and haulers
of some hazardous materials
under the new regulations, be
said.
The Safety Council of
Nebraska, Inc. is offering
training courses for the commercial license examination.
Sessions are scheduled for
May 20, June 17 and July 15at
the council's Lincoln office.
For more information or to
register, call the coUncil at 1800-927-2353.

Demonstration help available
Do you need help putting the finishing touches on your'
county fair demonstration? Are you just starting to organize
your presentation or do you need an idea? If so, mark Friday,
July 12, 1:30 p.m. on your calendar for practice demonstration
day. Helpful hints will be given to help you prepare your
demonstration or to put those finishing toucbes on what you
present that day. Call the University of Nebraska Cooperative
Extension in Lancaster County to sign up, ask for Marilee if
you bave questions. (MK)
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A young tree's worst enemy

Blossom eO,d rot spoils
first tomatoes
Few· gardeners would
deny that there's something
special about those first few
tomatoes from the garden.
From the day the plants
go in until the fruits reach just
the right color for picking,. the
anxious gardener is almost
like an expectant parent.
When at last the day arrives,
how distressing it is to find
. those eagerly anticipated
fruits disfigured by blossom
end rot
Though it's often
thought of as a disease, blossom end rot isn't a disease at
all, but rather a physiological
condition related to calcium
deficiency in· the fruits. It
occurs most often on the frrst
few fruits to ripen. The only

Lawn grass around a
young tree has been compared to a noose around the
tree's "neck". Grass sod is the
worst kind of competition
when trying to establish
young trees. .
If grass is allowed to grow
the grass
around a young
roots are in direct competition
with the tree's roots. In fact,
the grass roots have the ftrSt
chance· to use the top soil's

u:ee,

cure is prevention by avoiding
drastic fluctuations in soil
moisture.
The first symptom is a
Mild, wet weather
small, dark spot on the blos- stimulates the growth of
som end of the fruit. As the mushrooms in many home
spot grows, the tissues shrink lawns. Mushrooms are comand become hard and leathery. monly found on tree stumps,
If a secondary bacterial or dead roots, decaying logs,
fungal rot sets in, the dark, buried boards, or any area
sunken spot will become soft • with organic matter.
and mushy and the whole fruit
Complete control of
will be spoiled. Otherwise, it
will remain hard and firm, and mushrooms is impossible unthe upper portion .of the to- til the organic substrate upon
which they are growing has
mato will be salvageable.
To prevent or at least been decayed. It may be feaminimize blossom end rot, sible to dig up the pieces of
water and mulch tomato rotting wood or other debris in
plants to prevent moisture the lawn or to remove large
tree stumps on which they
stress. (OJ)
colonize.

moisture and nutrients. Even
when water and fertilizer are
applied, young trees receive
the leftovers.
Competition for moisture
and nutrients isn't the only
inhibiting effect that encroaching lawn grass inflicts
upon young trees. Research
has shown that some grasses
produce a chemical substance
in rootS that actually suppresses or inhibits the growth

of trees.
Young and newly planted
trees can increase markedly in
growth if they are free from
the competition of lawn grass.
Maintain a grass-free circle
around each young tree by
cultivation or with herbicides.
Circles should be at least four
feet in diameter for best effect Mulches such as dried
grass clippings, straw or wood
chips can be used to prevent

Mushrooms and fairy ring in the lawn
If that is unpractical,
they can be dug up or mowed
off before the cap is fully
formed. This will not get rid
of the problem but with a little
diligence, most mushroom
infestations can be overcome.

The ring can sometimes
be masked by fertilizing the
lawn to a uniform color, but
don't overstimulate grass
growth or other problems will
arise. You can promote turf
recovery by removing soil
cores or pumping water with a
Another disease cur- root feeder attached to a garrently attacking lawns is fairy den hose to a depth of 8 to 12
ring, which appears as a dark
green, circular band 4 to 12
inches wide. The ring is
Ground covers frecaused by several species of
mushroom fungi that develop quently establish effects in the
from an underground network landscape that may be imposof fungus threads in the soil, sible to create with regular
cutting off water to the grass. turf grasses and other plant
materials.
Plants used as solid
massing provide interesting
contrasts in height, texture
and color. They give strong
The geranium (pelargonium hortorum) has long been a favorite flowering plant for both indoor and out.
A native of South Africa, the geranium ptVduces abundant, high ~ua1ity flowers in red, pink or white - even under adverse definition to ground patterns
and often are the most imporconditions. Here are some tips on growing the geranium as an mdoor plant:
.
-Pot in a standard house plant potting mix with provisions for good drainage.
.
tant unifying element in total
landscape composition.
-Place it where it will be exposed to cool temperatures. It can withstand 40 - 50 degrees F. at night
In addition to their aes-Give it bright diffused light or full sun, if possible.
thetic values,. ground covers
-Drench the soil thoroughly, then allow it to dry before watering again.
have many practical uses.
-Fertilize every month during the growing season with any standard house plant fertilizer.
-In the fall, reduce watering and stop fertilizing. Store pots and roots dry, or remove roots from the pot, shake off the soil They direct traffic, control
erosion on steep slopes, mainand store bare root in a dry, dark place free from frost or freezing temperatures.
-Revive stored geraniums by resuming watering. Begin to fertilize when the ftrSt leaves are fully expanded.
.
tain cover in difficult-to-mow
areas, and in many cases, may
-OUtdoors, the geranium should be grown in a good loamy soil. It needs good drainage and full sun, water when the soil
be the only type of plant that
is dry and fertilize monthly.
Outdoor geraniums may be overwintered three ways: the entire plant is dug, frQm the' garden and stored in a coot, moist will grow beneath the canopy
area (45 degrees F. or lower, 80 percent relative bumidity or higher); the entire plant is dug arid potted, cut back to six inches of heavy shade trees such as
in height, placed in a sunny window and watered and fertilized as needed; th:r:ee- to four-inch cuttings are taken and rooted in
perlite. peat moss or sand, then transplanted into four-inch pots and grown as house plants. (OJ)

Symptoms from plant poisonings vary greatly. Some plants only cause a skin irritation.
such as a rash or red, itching area. Other plants, if eaten, may cause more serious problems. The
serious symptoms range from nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea to heart problems, convulsions.
coma and death. Fortunately, most plants do not cause severe poisoning.
To prevent a plant poisoning from occurring:

1. Teach children not to put leaves, stems, bark, seeds, nuts or berries from an unfamiliar plant
into their mouth.
2. Know the botanical name of your house and yard plants.
3•. Keep ~isonous house plants out qf reach of all children. Children as young as six months
'
like to mbble on plants.
4. Never eat a wild plant or mushroom unless you are POSITIVE it is safe to eat.
5. Do not assume a plant is not poisonous because birds or other wildlife eat it.
6. Do not rely on cooking to destroy toxic chemicals in the plant.
7. Store bulbs and seeds out of sight and reach of children.
If anyone happens to eat part of a plant that you do not know about and show symptoms
that indicate possible poisoning, contact the Poison Control Center for Nebraska in Omaha
at 1-800-955-9119. The extension office does have a factsheet that lists poisonous plants.
(MJM)

and harvest of vegetables
The number of days between flowering ~d harvest for many vegetable crops offers a way of predicting
harvest dates and explaining low yields or poor quality.
The following predictions are only approximate because
they can vary with weather conditions and different
variety types.
Clip and save this for reference through out the
gardening season. Here are the approximate number of
days between flowering and harvest for a few of the
common vegetables grown in Nebraska. (MJM)
Snap beans
10-14
Cucmnbers (slicing)
15-18
Cucmnbers (Pickling) 4-8
Peppers (red stage)
60-70
Peppers (green stage)
45-55
Pumpkin
80-110
Muskmelon
40-45
Zucchini squash
4-5
Edible podded peas
7-14
60-70
Winter squash
Hulled peas
14-20
Tomatoes (red ripe)
45-50
Sweet Com
18-23
(from 50% silking)

.------------------~

lindens and maples.
When the amount of
sunlight is reduced 50 to 60
percent by a large tree, no turf
grass will provide adequate
ground covering. In addition
to excessive shading by large
trees, the roots of the trees
compete with the lawn grasses
for the available moisture and
nutrients necessary for good
growth.
Ground covers that do
well in Lancaster County in
larger sunny plantings are
day lily, mother-of-thyme,
creeping juniper, low growing
sediums and dwarf Japanese
fleece flower. For small detailed plantings in shade, select ajuga, periwinkle, wintercreeper, hosta and bishop's
goutweed. (DJ)

Plants for drying and pressing

Plants can be poisonous

I
I
I
I
I

inches.
The costly way to eliminate fairy ring is to remove the
sod'to a depth of 10 to 12
inches and 2 feet to the outside
and to sterilize the soil underneath with a soil fumigant like
Vapam. This must be done by
someone experienced in its
use. (OJ)

Ground cover selection

The Geranium, a flowering favorite

Ip------------------.
Days between flowering

regrowth of grass and weeds
around the tree. Evergreens,
in particular, benefit from
grass-free circles.
Grass-free circles should
be maintained for at least five
years, preferably longer. As
trees become older, their roots
spread and are increasingly
capable of competing with
other plants. Established trees
are less affected by grass
competition. (OJ)

Squash Vine
Borer
The squash vine borer is
one of the most serious pests
affecting squash and pumpkin
vines. Injury is caused by the
caterpillars boring into the
tender, lower stems of the
vines or bushes causing them
to suddenly wilt a few weeks
.
later.
This is the time now to
begin spraying to prevent loss
of this year's squash and
pumpkin plants, since the
adults deposit eggs on the
young stems and leaves. Apply malathion, methoxychlor.
or dipel to the bases squash or
pumpkin plants weekly, beginning when the vines begin
to run or bush begins to grow.
Follow all label directions
precautions. (MJM)

and

Fall is a good time to
collect materials for dried
plant projects. But, if you
wait until then to start collecting, you may miss out on
some fine materials.
Collect and dry materials all spring and summer, as
well as into the fall. The result
will be a wider variety of
pressed and dried plant materials for arrangements,
plaques and other craft uses.
Seed pods of tulips, iris,
daylily, poppy, lilac and other
spring and early summer
hloomingflowersandshrubs
will be gone or deteriorated by
fall. Likewise, the cones of
many evergreens have better
color if collected before they
are weathered by rain and
stained by soil and fallen
leaves.
Various weeds and
grasses mature all summer.
For use in dried arrangements,
harvest them before they go to
seed.
Cattails, too, will last
longer indoors if they're collected while immature. Wait
until fall to gather them, and
they are likely to break open
and fill your home with cattail
fluff.
. If you live in or near a
rural area, you might want to
gather ripe grain during the
harvestseason. Wheat, barley
and oats left behind by the
combine can be collected and
used in dozens of ways. Always get the permission of the
farmer before gathering these
items.
Flowers - both annuals and perennials- maintain
their shape and color better if
they're harvested before
they're completely mature.
Aging flowers tend to fade

and shed petals as they dry.
Harvesting strawflowers,
globe thistle, cockscomb, allium, statice, salvia, marigold, zinnia, ageratum,
baby's breath, pansy and viola, Queen Anne's lace, chrysanthemum and other flowers
as they are available gives you
a wide variety 'of flowers to
use later.
Some plant materials

Q
.
uestlonS

are available only in late summer and fall, of course. These
include goldenrod, milkweed
pods, dried fern fronds, osage
orange, acorns, gourds, Indian
com, and many other seed
pods and cones. Combined
with flowers, grasses and
seeds gathered in the spring
and summer, these materials
should provide the makings of
dozens of craft items. (OJ)

and

A nswers

Q. In the spring, I plowed under the straw mulch I
used on my vegetable garden last year. There was quite a

bit of it, even after it lay on the soil all winter. Now most or
my crops are looking kind of yellow. Could there be some
connection?
A. It couldbe that the soil bacteria that are 'working to

l>reak down the organic material you plowed under have
temporarily tied up all the available nitrogen in the soil.
Sidedress crops with a high nitrogen fertilizer and watch them
green up.

Q. Why does my gardening book advise against
smoking in the vegetable garden?

A. The tobacco in cigarettes can carry a virus that causes
mosaic disease, which can greatly reduce yield of tomato
plants. Another consideration is that smoking while you're
applying pesticides or other garden chemicals can increase
your exposure to toxic elements in these materials.
Q. I got a mulching mower this year, and I wonder if
there's something wrong with it. It keeps leaving big globs
of grass around the lawn. I thought is was supposed to chew
the grass up fine and spread it back on the lawn.

A. The key in using mulching mowers is to mow more
frequently so the grass isn't too long and the machine can do its
job. Mowing when grass is dry will also minimize its tendency
to form cuttings into clumps. When it does leave windrows of
grass in the lawn, let them dry for a day, then ron over the rows
with the mower again to disperse the clippings. (OJ)
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Cultivators for conservation tillage

Cultivation, a proven
weed control method, should
be used primarily to control ·
weeds. rebuild ridges, or aerate poorly drained or crusted
soils. Cultivating just to stir
the soil usually dries the soil
and can result in lower yields
during drier cropping conditions. For example, cultivating during warm and windy
conditions can result in 1/4 to
3/4 inch of soil moisture loss.
The main difference
between a conservation tillage cultivator and a conventional cultivator is the ability
to handle residue and penetrate the soil. By definition,
conservation tillage should
leave at least 30 perCeDt of the
soil surface covered with crop
residue after planting. Conservation tillage includes several tillage systems that have
preplant tillage operations to
loosen the soil as well as notill and ridge plant systems.
Cultivator components
Conservation tillage
cultivators look much lilce
conventional cultivators.
However, the three to five
shovels per row of a conventional cultivator generally are
reduced to a single shankbaving a wide sweep or horizontal
disk. To allow residue to flow
past this shank, a coulter is
usually mounted in front to
cut the residue.
Shovels located . adjacent to the rows on a conventional cultivator have been
replaced with barring-off
disks.' These disks cut residue
and can be set to move soil
either toward, or 'away, from
the row and control weeds in
areas not undercut by the wide

Down Pressure
Parallel Links

Springs
Tool · Bar

./

D
wmg7

Furrowing

sweep. Some manufacturers
use an extra-wide sweep to
eliminate the need of barringoff disks.
The point of the sweep
must be operated below the
soil surface at a depth sufficient to keep soil moving over
the sweep. This helps avoid
plugging because the residue
is carried by the soil through
the cultivator. However. excessive depth can cause soil
slabbing and poor weed control because weeds are still
rooted in chunks of soil.
Soil penetration must
be considered when selecting
a cultiv~ for no-till and
ridge plant systems. The cultivator' must carry enough
weight to penetrate 1Dltilled
soil and to cut large amounts
of residue. Manufacturers
often mate this weight available with heavier and stronger
Shanks, fmme members and

tool bars. Down pressure
springs are often used to transfer wei~ht from the tool bar to
the individual units.
Conservation tillage
cultivators usually have flexible row units with independent depth control. As such,
these cultivators have a depth
gauge wheel or depth band

adjacent to the coulter to control the operation depth of
each row unit. To maintain
the proper operating angle of
the sweep and to allow operation through uneven surface
conditions, individual row
units are often attached to the
tool bar by wide, stable parallei linkage. (DV)

Scout alfalfa fields after harvest
for weevils
The potential exists for serious damage on alfalfa regrowth due to alfalfa and clover leaf weevils. Large numbers
of the larval stages have been found in alfalfa the past few
weeks. In some cases, they have caused severe losses to the
first crop. Since then, the larvae have pupated and are becoming adults just as harvest is beginning. These adults will be
looking for something to feed on and often will chew off new
alfalfa growth at ground level. Sometimes weevil adults will
even move into nearby soybean fields in search of food,
although soybean damage usually is not severe.
Not all fields may have regrowth damage, so scout fields
individually. In fact, the recent wet weather may have encouraged growth of a fungus that kills the alfalfa and clover leaf
weevils, thus limiting problems. For a list of registered insecticides, see Ec'91-1511: Field Crop Insect Management Guide
for Nebraska - Alfalfa, Soybeans, Small Grains, Range and
Pasture, available from the Cooperative Extension in Lancaster County. (WLS)

Managing first generation European corn borers

.

First generation moths of European corn borers prefer
the tallest {Jlants for egg-laying~ Expect initial concentrations
of egg-laymg moths in fields that are taller than surrounding
corn. Scout these fields first Eggs are normally laid .on the
~ideofleavesnearthemidrib. Egg masses consist of 1530 white, f1a1 eggs which overlap.like fish scales.
Eggs hatch in five to seven days •.Young larvae first feed
on the leaf surface near where they hatched, butSOOll move into
the whorl and feed on developing leaves. As these leaves grow
and emerge, shot-bole feeding daniage is visible. Larvae feecl
in the plant whorl for about two weeks, Ihen bore into stalks and
complete their development Larvae are susceptible to control
measures ooly while they are feeding ontheJeafsurface or in
the whOrl.

To determine whether to treat fust generation com
borers, check at least 25 com whorls at eaCh of fourlbcatiOliS
in afield (totaI of 100 plants). Record the percent ofplants with
shot-hole damage, and by unrolling several damaged whorls at
each site and counting the live borers, calculate the average
number of live borers per damaged plant This will help you .
estimate the maximum number of borers that might survive to
enter the stalk. Remember that mortality of young borers is
normally high; if possible, avoid making a treatment decision
until larvae are seCond instar or older. However, don't wait
Insecticide applications made at cultivation may provide until larvae have left the whorl and bored into the stalk, as they
the best.corn rootworm control because insecticides are ap- are not controllable then.
plied when rootworms are present. The eggs of corn rootworms are predicted to hatch around June 10 in this part of the
To make a treatment decision for first generation Eurostate. This may be somewhat later than usual because of the pean corn borers. consider the average percent of damaged
cooler spring weather. With the later hatch and the wet soil whorls. average number of live larvae per damaged plant, cost
conditions in many areas, persistence of soil insecticides per acre of insecticide including application costs, anticipated ,
applied at planting may be reduced~ Regardless of whether a yield (in bushels per acre), anticipated corn value (dollars per
soil insecttcide was applied at planting, you should begin to bushel), and estimated percent control from inSecticide appliscout corn fields for corn rootworm larvae and damage. This cation. Enter this information into the worksheet below. If
will allow you to determine whether an insecticide is needed, preventable loss (5) exceeds treatment costs (6) you may
if one was not used at planting, and provide a check on the benefit from an insecticide application for first generation com
effectiveness of planting time insecticide applications. In the borer.
case of poor control, this will allow you to apply an emergenc y
November·
June
May
rescue treatment.

Borer 1reatment Worksheet
Example:

Your Field:

1. Yield potential (bu/acre)

for this field .

2. Number of live larvae!
plant=average number live
larvae/plant x average percent damaged plants (4 lar:vae/plant x 50% damaged .
plants=2 larvae/plant)

125

2

3. Potential yield loss (2larvae/plant x 5% loss/
larva=10%yeild loss; 10% x
125 bu.=12.5 bu/acre)

12.5

4. Dollar loss/acre (12.5 buI
acre x $2.50/bu=$31.25
loss/acre)

$31.25

S. Preventable loss/acre (assume insecticide is 75% effective*)
($31.25
x
75%=$23.44)
$23.44
6. Treatment costs/acre +
application cost ($8 +
4=$12)

$12.00

7. Compare preventable loss
(5) with treatment costs (6)
($23.44 - $ 12'()0 = $11.44:;:;
$/acre saved by treatment.)

$11.44

• A 75% control is a good average estimate of the control acheived with
insecticides for fint generatioo boren. You may use other estimates.

Apr:~

For control, apply insecticides either at the plant base or
over the row as specified by the pesticide label. Most plantingtime soil insecticides labeled for com rootworm control are
labeled for use at cultivation, also. Read the label to be sure.
Incorporate with 1-2 inches of soil after application. Some soil
moisture is needed for activation of the insectide.

Research shows that the fll'St generation of borers are best .
controlled with granular formulations or by application
through sprinkler irrigation systems. These methods provide
the best penetration into the whorl where com borer larvae
feed. Refer to EC 91-1509: Field Crop Insect Control Guide for
Nebraska Com and Sorghum, for acomplete list of insecticide
rates and restrictions.

For more information, including a listing of registered
products andrates, see EC 91-1509, Field Crop Insect Control
Guide for Nebraska Corn and Sorghum and NebGuide G87839, Com Rootworm Control. (WLS)

For more infonnation on the biology and management of
the European com borers, see NebGuide G75-217: European
Com Borer. (DV)

Bean leaf beetles
Bean leaf beetles
emerge from hibernation during May and begin feeding in
alfalfa, clover or wild legumes and move into soybean
fields as soon as they emerge.
Early planted fields usually
attract bean leaf beetles from
surrounding areas and may be
heavily damaged, if there are
few other emerged soybean
fields in the area.
Bean leaf beetles are 1/
4 inch long and vary in color
from yellow to tan to red.
They have a black triangle
behind the head and a black

border on the outside margin
of each wing cover. They
usually have two black spots
on each wing cover.
Check early-emerging
soybean fields for bean leaf
beetles and their damage.
Beetles will feed on cotyledons as well as the emerging
fll'St pair of true leaves. Although the soybean plant can
withstand a great deal of defoliation (40-50%) without
yield loss after the fust true
leaves emerge, heavy damage
to the cotyledons or the grow-

ing point may cause serious
damage. Treatment may be
warranted if beetles are causing damage resulting in one
cotyledon destroyed per rowfoot or defoliation reaching
50%.
Many insecticides are
available for bean leaf beetle
control on soybeans. See EC
91-1511, Field Crop Insect
Management Guide for Nebraska-Alfalfa, Soybeans,
etc., for information on specific rates and restrictions.
(WLS)

Corn B'o rer
Scouting Tour
A twilight agriculture tour is scheduled for June 13,6 p.m
at the Fanners Co-op in Dorchester. The tour will include a .
hands-on com borer ' scouting demonstration, plus nitrogen
fertilizer management plots and discussion on irrigation management. Lunch will be served. Call Dave Varner at the
Cooperative Extension in Lancaster County for further details.
(DV)

,

More agricultural news'
on page 7
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4-H small animal show ~
in Beatrice
4-H
Gage County will be hosting a smaIl animal show Saturday, June 29, at the fairgrounds in Beatrice.

Type of Animal

Entry Fee

Time of Show

..

.

BULLETIN BOARD

• 4-H Camps - There is still room in
summer camps. Sign up now!

• Note time change for 4-H practice

Order Ak-Sar-Ben Broilers

Dogs

Four-H'ers wanting to participate in the Ak-Sar-Ben
Market Broiler Contest must complete an entry fonn by June
20. Call the University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension in
Lancaster County for fonns. (OS)

4-H Horse News

Rabbits

$2

9 a.m.

$1

9 a.m.

Preregistration is due June 21. Entry fonns and show
rules are available at the University of Nebraska Cooperative
Extension in Lancaster County. (ALH)

style revue, June 25, 1 - 2:30p.m.

• June 4 - Final day for sheep tagging,
4 - 6:30 p.m., State Fairgrounds.

• June 14 - Final day for livestock
ownership affidavits.

Pre-District Warm·Up Show
Sunday, June 9, 1991 at Wranglers Arena.. Western
riders register at 8 a.m. with classes starting at 9 a.m. English
riders report at 12 p.m. with classes starting at 1 p.m. There
will be two age divisions: 8 to 13 year-old Gunior division) and
14 to 19 year-old (senior division). Each class will follow the
sequence of a district qualification show with individual
workouts on the rail, plus group competition.
Although this show is open to 4-H members below 12
years of age, it is not a clinic for beginning riders. All riders
should have their level 2 horsemanship certificate to gain good
experience from this show. Call the UniversIty of Nebraska
Cooperative Extension in Lancaster County for more details
or refer to the flyer available from your leader.
(WS)

Lock-In
planned

H~me

Economics Judging Contest ,- July 25

Parents and leaders are needed for registration, monitor- Senior Division (12 and older as of January 1, 1991)
ing and tabulation of the Home Economics Contest, Thursday,
Situation 1 Healthy Relationships
Nutrition - Meal Planning _
July 25, 1 p.m. at the Lancaster Extension Conference Center.
Situation 2 Maintaining Your Living Space
Shopping Smart
Categories for the contest are as follows. More details
Situation 3 Clothing Construction Techniques
will be mailed to 4-H'ers enrolled in home economics and
Shopping Smart
general projects.
Situation 4 Nutrition and Meal Planning
Junior Division (8 to 11 years old as of January 1, 1991)
Shopping Smart
Miscellaneous Division (all ages)
Situation 1 Healthy Relationships
.
Know Your Heritage
Situation 1 Nutrition - Meal Planning
Presentations
Situation 2 Maintaining Your Living Space
Situation 2 - .
Rocketry
Shopping Smart
Woodworking
Situation 3 Sewing Techniques
Situation 3 Water Quality
Maintaining Your Living Space
Bird Behavior
Shopping Smart
Situation 4 Nutrition - Meal Planning
Situation 4 Water Quality
Presentations (MK)
Shopping Smart

~isy retirement receptio~ Fair assistants
needed

In honor of Tom
Leisy's retirement, a reception will be held at the Eastern
The Lancaster County Nebraska 4-H Center on SunTeen Council is planning a day, June 23. Tom is the 4-H
lock-in for youth who will be specialist, Southeast Rein junior high this fall. We search and Extension Center,
will celebrate the end of sum- and has been involved with
mer. The lock-in is scheduled the 4-H camping program for
for Friday evening, August many years. The retirement
16, 8 p.m., until Saturday, reception will be held at the 4August 17, 8 a.m. Mark your H Center Lodge, rural Gretna,
calendar and watch for more from 2 - 4 p.m. All 4-H
details. (ALH)
friends are invited. (MK)

Adults and youth 12
years and over are needed to
help at the county fair during
judging of exhibits. Home
economic areas, (food"clothing and home environment),
general, engineering and horticulture departments need
assistants Monday; AugustS,
4-8 p.m. and Tuesday, August
6,8 a.m.-12 p.m. and 1-5 p.m.
AsSistants will write comments for judges and display
Winning the 4-H Participation Challenge trophy at
exhibits.
Teens are also
Tom Leisy
this year's TrailBLITZ was the Young Riders 4-H Club.
needed Thursday, August 8,
Shown here, presenting the trophy to the club's riders, is
to assist with Fair Fun Day for
K.Q. Allen of KenL Inn, Lincoln.
5,6, 7 and 8 year old youth.
The TrailBLITZ was one event of the new 4-H
Call the University of Netrailriding program started this year. A competitive
braska Cooperative Extentrailride will be included as an event at this year's county
lambs and will not be eligible ~ion in Lancaster County to
tair on August 5. (WS)
to show in the individual pen sign up! (MK)
of three market lambs. Because of rule changes this
year, an individual may show
five breeding lambs or five
market lambs or any combination they choose. Also, this
years club group will consist
of a group of four instead of
Current 4-H members scheduled for interviews bethree market lambs or breedand alumni of 4-H horse proj- tween June 18 and 27. Indiing ewes with owner~hip by
ects who wish to gain experi- viduals selected will be schedmore than one exhibitor. (OS)
ence as an announcer of horse uled to announce one or more
shows may apply for this events at the Nebraska 4-H
opportunity. A brief applica- Horse Exposition to be held
~
tion form is available at the July 15-18 at Fonner Park,
University of Nebraska Coop- Grand Island. For more inforerative Extension in Lancas- mation, contact Ward Shires
6
ter County and is due by Iune at 471-7180. (WS)
7. All applicants will be

All 4-H sheep need to be tagged
The final 4-H sheep
tagging date will be Tuesday,
June 4, between 4 and 6:30
p.m., at the 4-H sheep bam on
the Nebraska State Fairgrounds. Each exhibitor may
tag 20 lambs. All market
lambs and commercial breeding ewes must be tagged, all
registered ewes require two
ear tags, one herd tag and one
4-H tag. Ewes do not need to
be tagged, if the breed asso-

ciation uses metal tags. A
scale will be available during
tagging for 4-H and FFA
market lambs in the county
rate-of-gain. contest Each
exhibitor may show a maximum of five breeding or marketanimals at county fair. No
individual sheep may be
shown in both breeding and
market class. If an exhibitor
shows three breeding animals,
they may show two market

Demonstration award offered
The Nebraska Wheat
Hearts is sponsoring a $10
. award for the top county individual or team demonstration
promoting the use of wheat
products~ i.e. flour or bulgur.
To be eligible for the award.
4-H club members must be
enrolled during the current
year in anyone of the 4-H

foods projects. If you have
any questions, check with
Marilee. (MK)

State 4-H Horse Show
announcers needed

,

More 4-H news

on page

Trailride clinic

Program Idea:

4·H Club booth at county fair

Accessorizing
Clothing

An exciting club activity can be putting up an educational4-H booth at the county fair. The space is about 4' x 6'
X 6'. Booth themes may include promotion, citizenship, health,
careers, international, cultural understanding, leadership, recruitment or community involvement. If your club would like
Is your 4-H club looking
to participate, call the University of Nebraska Cooperative for a program on accesExtension in Lancaster County to reserve space. (MK)
sorizing clothing? Royalee
Fthoads, department manager
of accessories at Dillards,
p.m. at the Lancaster County
would be willing to make
Extension Conferenece CenThe Lancaster County Fair will be held at State Fair presentations to any club that
ter and July 9 at the Ben James Park, August 5-10. Static exhibits will be entered on Monday, is interested. Royalee has a
Fann located two miles West August 5, 4 - 8 p.m. Judging will take place on Tuesday, B.S. degree in Apparel and
of Denton. 4-H'ers must at- August 6. Interview judging will be during the judging on Textile Marketing and is a
tend both sessions to qualify. Tuesday, August 6. Interview judging is available in home fonner 4-H member from
More details on times and economics, engineering and computer projects. Call the office Nuckolls County.
Four-H
schedule will be in the July to sign up for a five minute time slot to visit with the judge. club leaders can contact her at
issue of the NEBLINE. (WS) Project areas will be listed in the fair book. (MK)
476-2629 after 7 p.m. (MK)

Interest in the new the county fair 4-H horse show
competitive trail riding event is higher than expected. Not
to be held this year as part of everyone was able to attend
the training clinic held on
April 13 at the State fairgrounds.
A second clinic is

County Fair Entry Day
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Switching parents for the summer
Summer is the time
when many children of divorce spend a month or more
with the parent whose home
they usually do not share.
While grownups and youngsters look forward to these
long visits, the transition from
one household to another can
be a bit upsetting, according
to Robert Hales, chairman of
psychiatry at Pacific Presbyterian Medical Center in San
Francisco. But there are some
ways to make the situation

easier:
-Help prepare your
children for the switch. If
you're the custodial parent,
reassure youngsters that
you're not "giving them up"
forever and that you'll be
looking forward to seeing
them after their visit. "Children often worry about the
parent they leave behind,"
notes Dr. Hales. "Let them
know you'll miss them, but
don't dwell on how sad and
lonely you'll be."

-Expect the first week
to be the hardest The excitement of traveling and moving
in may leave kids tired and
frazzled, and they will need
some time to adjust
-Don't pump children
for infonnation about your ex
after they return home from a
visit, says Hales. If your former spouse has gotten involved with someone new or
has a new child, your youngsters may worry about .saying
something that makes you sad

or angry.
-Give your kids time
to decompress after returning
home.' While they may be
glad to be back, they may also
feel sad about leaving their
other parent. Hthe visitdidn 't
go well, they may blame
themselves. Avoid asking
questions like "Aren't you
glad to be back home?" and
allow plenty of free time for
all of you to get reconnected.

Get timely tips fOr a
healthier diet by calling:

477-3333

(EW)

Enter Code1760

Safer substitutes for household hazards

Post this list in a convenient place as an easy reference guide. It is reprinted from a leaflet
titled "Be An Environmentally Alert Consumer" published by the United States Environmental
Protection Agency, August, 1990.
Cholesterol is a soft, fat-like substance that can be bad for your heart. Along with
cigarette smoking and high blood pressure, high blood cholesterol is a major risk factor for
cardiovascular disease - the number-one killer in America. Blood cholesterol is only partially
determined by the amount of cholesterol you eat in foods.
Most shellfISh, however, are not high in cholesterol. As the chart shows, a serving of just
about any shellfish is well within keeping of the 300-milligram daily limit recommended by
major health organizations, including the American Heart Association and the National
Academy of Sciences. In fact, most shellfish provide just a fraction of what's allowable for
cholesterol!

Hazardous Product:
All purpose cleaner

Glass cleaner
Spray on
Drain cleaner

Oven cleaner

Content of 3.5 ounce (100 grams) portions of raw shellfish (edible portion only)

1.0

Toilet bowl cleaner
Cholesterol Furniture polish
(milligrams)
Rug deodorizer and shampoo
34

2.2

2B

1.0

48
55

Fat

(grams)
Mollusks
'Clams,
mixed species
Mussels,'
blue
Octopus
Oysters,
Eastem
Oysters,
Pacific
Scallops,
mixed species
Squid,
mixed species
Crustaceans
Crab,
Alaska king
B'ue

Dungeness,
Crawfish
mixed species
Lobster
Northern
(American)
Lobster,
Spiny, mixed
species
Shrimp,
mixed species

2.5
2.3

Plant sprays
Roach and ant repellent
Mothballs

Safer Substitute:
In 1 quart warm or hot water, mix 1 teaspoon liquid soap,
boric acid (borax), lemon juice and/or vinegar. Make
stronger according to the job to be done.
Mix 1 tablespoon vinegar or lemon juice in 1 quart water.
and use newspaper to wipe dry.
Pour boiling water down drain once a week. Use plunger
or snake.
Clean spills as soon as the oven cools using steel wool and
baking soda; for tough stains, add salt (do not use this
method in self-cleaning or continuous clean ovens).
Use a toilet brush and baking soda or vinegar.
Wipe with mixture of 1 teaspoon lemon oil in 1 pint
mineral or vegetable oil.
Deodorize dry carpets by sprinkling liberally with baking
soda. Wait at least 15 minutes and vacuum. Repeat if
necessary. To clean rugs, vacuum fIrst to remove dirt. Mix
1 quart white vinegar and 3 quarts boiling water. Apply to
nap of rug with wet rag being careful not to saturate rug
backing. Dry thoroughly. Then vacuum.
Wipe leaves with mild soap and water, rinse.
Sprinkle powdered boric acid in cabinet edges, around
baseboards, and in cracks.
Use cedar chips, lavender flowers, rosemary, mint or white
peppercorns.
Mix brewer's yeast or garlic in your pet's food; sprinkle
fennel, rue, rosemary or eucalyptus seeds or leaves around
animal sleeping areas. (EW)

0.8

33

1.4

233

0.6

42

Preventing "Thrista"

1.1

1.0
1.1

78
59
139

0.9

95

1.5

70

1.7

152

What's turista?
It's growth. Drink carbonated
traveler's diarrhea. Twenty to beverages, beer, wine, coffee
50 percent of Americans mayor tea. And wipe off bottle or
get loose and watery stools, can tops before drinking from
nausea, bloating and abdomi- them."
nal cramps. In addition, fever
"Also be cautious about
and exhaustion may be pres- food, especially in developing
ent.
countries. Do not eat mw
What causes turista? It vegetables, fruits, meats or
is caused by Escherichia coli, seafood. Avoid cold buffets
a special strain of intestinal left in the sun for several
bacteria. Other bacteria and hours, garden or potato salads
parasites can also cause diar- and food from street venders.
rhea.
Eat only hot cooked meals,
What can you do to pre- fruits you have peeled yourvent turista? Jeffrey P. Cohn self and packaged foods."
in the March 1991 issue of the (AlI)
"FDA Consumer" recommends a number of precautions. Water is the chief way
in which unhealthy organisms
are passed on to travelers.
Avoid using untreated or suspect water when traveling in
areas where turista is comPlan to attend Health
mon. Do not even brush your
teeth with tap water! Forget Awareness Day on Thursday,
the ice in sodas and alcoholic August 8th, 9 a.m. - 6 p.m., in
beverages. Avoid unpasteur- the Farmland Building on the
This
ized milk and dairy products. State Fairgrounds.
"For brushing your event, sponsored by the Lanteeth or drinking in your hotel caster County Council of
room, boil the water you in- Home Extension Clubs, will
tend to use for at least five feature the Lion's Club Mominutes or add water purifica- bile Screening Unit which
tion tablets," Cohn said. will provide free screenings in
" Avoid bottled water unless it visual acuity, glaucoma,
is carbonated - the carbona- blood pressure, blood sugar
tion process inhibits bacterial and hearing. Blood choles-

Source: u.s. Department of Agriculture, Human Nutrition Information Service Handbook 8-15. Missing
numbers note lack of reliable data or uncettain presence. AU values are approximate and vary from one fish to the next.

Why do I keep bearing that shenrJSh are high in cholesterol?
Shellfish, as a family, got this unfair reputation because of outdated scientific methods
that detected cholesterol-like substances (called noncholesterol sterols), as well as real
cholesterol (also a sterol» in shellfISh. The result: cholesterol readings for many shellfish were
falsely high.
.
It turns out that cholesterol accounts for only 30 to 40 percent of the total sterols in
mollusks - namely, clams, mussels, oysters, and scallops - which we now know to be very low
in cholesterol. In crustaceans like shrimp, lobster, and crab, practically all of the sterols come
from cholesterol. Nevertheless, a number of experts including Dr. Castelli, Dr. Connor, and
Harvard Medical School's Dr. Alexander Leaf see no need for cholesterol watchers to avoid
crustaceans because of their low-fat content
What about lobster and shrimp - aren't they too high in cholesterol to eat on a regular
•?
basIS.

Flea and tick removers

A' sumnler project:

Recycling
blue'jeans
If you don't want to
patch up those old blue jeans
or wear them with the holes,
here are some ideas for recycling them into useable items.
Consider making ajeans
skirt by opening the inside leg
and lower crotch seams. Mark
and cut for a desired skirt

(continued on page 8)

Health Awareness
Day - August 8
terol screenings will be available for $6. There will be
many displays to see and professionals in health, safety and
related fields to visit with.
Delta Schmidt, Health
and Safety Chairwoman of the
Home Extension Council, is in
charge of the committee to
plan Health Awareness Day.
Read the July issue of
NEB LINE for complete details. (EW)

Although lobster and shrimp tend to be higher in cholesterol than most other shellfIsh, a
3 Ifl ounce serving provides just one-third to one-half the daily pB '= recommended allotment
for cholesterol. When you consider that the American Heart Association allows up to four
whole eggs a week -providing about 850 milligrams of cholesterol- you could eat five servings
of shrimp and still not eat that much cholesterol!
Even so, how do higher-cholesterol shellfish fIt into a low-cholesterol diet?
Prominent heart experts no longer see any reason to place limitations on specific shellfIsh
for their patients with high blood cholesterol- that is, if their portion sizes are not excessive and
they watch their saturated fat intake.
"The reason why we're giving you back all these shellfish," states Dr. Castelli, "is that
they're excruciatingly low in saturated fat." When blood cholesterol is high, it's primarily the
result of eating too much saturated fat Cholesterol from foods such as shrimp, plays a much
smaller role in raising blood cholesterol.
In the words of Dr. Castelli, "Saturated fat is what turns your body on to making
This year when you get together with dad to celebrate Father's Day, spend some tilDe
cholesterol." There is a small percentage of people whose blood cholesterol is more sensitive focusing on the past-when your dad was a kid. You may be surprised at how much you'll learn
to food cholesterol than others. But Dr. Connors says that they, too, can eat shrimp and lobster about this wonderful and special man in your life. And, most important, you will have
as part of their low-fat low-cholesterol diets as long as pOrtions are in the three to four-ounce strengthened the bond with your dad.
range. That adds up to about 4 large or 8 medium shell-on mw shrimp.
Here are some starter questions to ask your dad. Add your own questions to the list.
Don't popular cooking methods, such as deep-frying or sauteemg in buUer, undo the 1. What was your f~vorite sport as a teenager?
health benefits of shellfish?
'
2. What is your favorite childhood memory associated with your dad?
The health benefIts of any low-fat food - be it chicken, lean meat, or shellfish - can be 3. When you were a little boy, what career did you look forward to pursuing?
largely undone when you use cooking methods that add fat to the food. Since experts say no 4. What was the funniest prank you ever pulled?
more than 30 percent of our calories are supposed to come from fat, the idea is to eat more fIsh S. What was your fIrst job or how did you earn your frrst money?
and shellfISh in the context of a diet that's low in total fat
6. What was the best present you ever received?
Fatty cooking methods also add calories to foods. The most healthful way~ to prepare 7. What was your favorite holiday as a youngster and how did you celebrate?
shellfish include steaming, boiling, grilling, broiling, poaching and baking. The idea is to add 8. Which grade did you like best in school and why does it stand out in your memory?
little or no butter, margarine, oil or shortening in cooking. Instead, enjoy the natural taste of 9. Tell us about the frrst car you had.
shellfish or enhance them with lemon or lime juice, herbs, spices or marinades.
10. What do you like best about being a dad? .

Make Father's Day memorable fOr you and dad

Source: Adapted from information provided by the National Fisheries Institute. (AIl)

(EW)
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Taking good pictures
Vacation time offers of a tree, or a pair of legs.
Keep your picture:
lots of opportunity for picture
Isolate your subject level. Before you snap the
taking. Here are a few tips Move closer. Shooting too far shutter check to see if yow
thatmayhelpyouimprovethe away is a common error. Find subject or the horizon. line i~
quality of your snapshots.
an angle that avoids clutter.
level.
Frame your picture.
Position action shots.
Be sure to have ade·
-Framing calls attention to Usually the picture will be quate lighting. Most auto·
your subject just as a real pic- more pleasing if the subject matic cameras adjust to the
ture frame separates a paint- appears to be headed (or look- average brightness across a
Check activities you are DOW already in your closet.
clothes. ~odify an outfit you ing or photograph from its sur- ing) into the picture, rather pioture, not to anyone part.
doing.
..
, _Buy multi-season clothes, already own.
roundings. Use anything as a than out of it. Give your sub- The flash in automatic camPut a question mark in front i.e., knits that can be worn
Wear "work" clothes for frame: an overhanging ject some room to "move" eras does little good beyond
of activities you are not sure more than one season; an all- dirty jobs.
branch, a window, the crook into the picture.
15 feet. (EW)
about.
Swap outgrown chilweather coat with a zip-in lin- _
Star activities you want to ing.
dren's clothes, maternity , Summer i~ the time to enjoy lots of fresh fruits and this delicate pink dip is a wonderful
_ Buy minimum care cloth- clothes with neighbors.
try.
accompamment
Clothing
ing: washable, dark colors. _ Do the same with shoes, I Pink Dip for Fresh Fruit
_
Buy only because you Dark clothes usually show ice skates, sports equipment, I ·1 cup lite dairy sour cream
need the clothing and buy wear less than light colors- baby accessories.
I 2 tablespoons milk
only those items that will· fit especially coats, slacks, etc.
Share clothes if two can
1/4 cup strawberry or raspberry preserves
I 3-4 tablespoons shredded coconut
into your present wardrobe. Always check the "care" label agree on care.
(If you are choosing between before purchasing an item.
Personal Care
I 2 tablespoons finely chopped nutmeats (almonds or pecans)
two outfits, buy the one that _
Dry clean your own _ Buy personal care items I Blend together the sour cream, milk and preserves. Add coconut and chopped nuts. Chill
goes best with shoes you clothes. Share a load with a from discount stores.
I before serving. Use fresh fruits such as apples, strawberries, grapes, melons, pears and
have.)
friend if you don't have _ Buy necessary items such
bananas for dipping. Treat fruits that tend to darken by tossing with lemon juice to maintain
_ Buy usable clothing from enough for a full load.
as shampoo and toothpaste at IL pleasing
_ _ _color
__
__
__
___
________
_______
while
being
served.
(EW)
thrift shops, garage sales, _ If you know how to make reduced prices when stores
warehouse outlets. discount clothes, consider saving by offer "specials".
centers, yard sales.
sewing your own, but esti- _
Compare generic, store
_
Make purchases during mate costs carefully. You and national brands-you
sales time: clearance, end-of- may be able to buy certain may be paying for advertismonth. or end-of-season.
items on sale for less than you ing.
_
Exchange clothes with would spend on fabric and _ Adapt hair styles you can
friends and relatives.
supplies.
manage yourself.
_ Buy versatile clothes that _ Keep clothes clean and in _ Try inexpensive cosmetwill expand your wardrobe, good repair. Remove stains ics. Similar ingredients are
Managing time can be efficiently if you stop occa- deadlines. Give the customi.e., a sweater you can wear promptly.
used in like cosmetic prod- challenging for business sionally.
ers delivery dates so you will
with two pairs of slacks you
Follow care instruction. ucts. The difference in price people working out of their
Make a point of getting have additional motivation to
already have.
Store clothes properly to is often due to promotion or home. In some types of busi- out of the house. Try to exer- meet deadlines.
_
Instead of buying new protect from sun, moths. mil- advertising.
Time means money for
nesses, work can be per- cise regularly. Good mental
(AH)
clothes, buy accessories that dew, stretching, etc.
formed when time permits in and physical health enables a home-based business pergive a new look to the clothes _ Find new ways to use old
spite of intetruptions. In con- you to handle your business son. Time can be managed,
trast,· some businesses will successfully.
but not saved. Use it carefully
have time schedules which
Make specific p~sand and spend it wisely. (AH)
:Rhubarb Pizza
: are not flexible.
Time management exCrust:'
h/4 cup sugar
I Perts advise to determine
11 cup flour
I goals. set priorities and do
11 teaspoon baking powder
1 those tasks that .-e most imto reach those goals.
11/4 teaspoon salt
I portant
2 tablespoons shortening
I Try using some of the followNo matter how old you lower blood pressure in some
ing time management strate11 egg, beaten
get, your calcium intake is people and reduce the risk of
12 tablespoons milk
I gies:
colon cancer in others.
.
Tell family and friends still imponant
IMeasure and combine dry ingredients. Blend in shortening until I
The Recommended .
Dr. Robert P. Heaney
mixture resembles crumbs. Mix egg and milk, stir into .crumbs. about your business and rel Pat mixture into the bottom of a large pizza pan or a 9 X 13 inch I quest that they hold personal from Creighton University Dietary Allowances for calnotes that even after adult- cium for women and men ages
Icake pan.
1 calls until after hours.
Have a room that is ex- hood is r("Jlched, the human 11 through.24 is ·1200 mg of
IPlace 3 cups of cut-up rhubarb over the crust and sprinkle with 1
,a 3 ounce package of strawberry flavored gelatin.
I clusively yours for the busi- skeleton continues to add calcium per day. Milk and
mass until age 30 to 35. So dairy products are the best
crust topping:
.
1 ness, if possible.
Do not do household young adults need to check up sources of calcium. But,
I 1 cup sugar
11/2 cup flour
I chores during your work on their calcium intake to help choose skim or low fat varie11/2 cup margarine
I time. .Enlist the help of ~e prevent problems as they get ties to avoid excessive fat.
Some vegetables are also
IPinCh of salt
1 entire family in sharing older.
An adequate calcium good sources of calcium.
Combine and spread crumbs over the rhubarb. Bake at 350 degrees household responsibilities.
Take lunch and coffee intake is not only important (All)
for about 45 minutes. (EW)
I
breaks. You will work more for strong bones. It may help

Cutting clothing and personal care costs·
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Taming the time crunch for
your home-based business
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Did you have your
calcium today?

<
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Attention parents
Parents help 4-H members
learn needed skills, knowledge and attitudes to develop as responsible
adults. Parents are so important that a special Parent's 4-H Pledge has been
written:
I pledge my HEAD to give
my child the information I

can, to help him see things
clearly and to make wise
decisions.
I pledge my HEART to encourage and support my
child no matter whether he
has . successes or disappointments.
I pledge my HANDS to
help my child's club; if I

cannot be a l("Jlder, I can
help in many important
ways.
I pledge my HEALTH to
keep my child strong and
well for a better world
through 4-H, for my
child's club, our community, our country, and our
world. (MHB)

Summer bicycle safety
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New 4-H small animal building to be built
The Lancaster Courtty Agricultural Society, which is
commonly referred to as the
Lancaster County Fair Board,
will construct a new building
atState Fair Park. The 70-by200-foot facility will provide
for the consolidation of poultry. rabbits, pigeons and other
small animals for the county
and state fairs.

Construction of this $220,000
steel building will complete
phase two of a three-phase
remodeling and building program. The facility will be
ready for the 1991 Lancaster
County Fair. StateFairParkis
providing building site preparation, a portion of the materials and labor, insurance and

maintenance.

The facilities that are presently used for these small animals and poultry are overcrowded, improperly venti:lated and would be too costly
to repair. The new facility
will be located to the north of
the 4-H horse arena and to the
east of the east beef barn, and
will be used year-round for
community activities. (OM)

Have you ever broken
your bike and not known how
to fix it? Were you or your
child ever hurt while trying a
bicycle stunt? Do you know
traffic laws and signaling procedures for cyclers?
With summer fun beginning, more and more·
young people will be using
bicycles for transportation
and recreation. Make sure
you and 'Your children are
operating safe equipment responsibly.
Safe bicycling takes a
lot more skill than many
people realize. Since bicyclists have a low profile in
traffic and are relatively unprotected, they need to under-

stand and practice defensive
biking skills. Inexperienced
riders need to understand the
importance of safety when
bicycling.
Probably your child will
be hurt on a bicycle sometime.
Your job is to make sure that
your child is not seriously
hurt. You can do several
things to keep accidents minor.
* Make sure your child's
bicycle is in good working
condition.
* Colorful and comfortable
clothing is recommended.
* A helmet is a necessity.
Nearly 75 percent of all fatal
or serious injuries to bicy-

. clers are head injuries.
* Teach your child to be
observant and practice defensive bicycling skills.
According to Nebraska
law, a bicyclist must obey all
state and local driving laws.
Bike safety rules are important. The 4-H bicycle safety
program teaches youth skills
for repairing, maintaining and
riding safely. Participants
will gain a sense of responsibility and accomplishment,
and a real feeling of self-confidence. Contact the University of Nebraska Cooperative
Extension in Lancaster
County and find out how you
can join. (MK)
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Watering home lawns
Correct turfgrass watering practices are important
from the s~dpoint of water
conservation and the reduction of maintenance costs.
Lawns and other turf areas are
often watered improperly and
inefficiently. Much of the
water applied is lost because
of poor application practices,
high evaporation, uneven distribution, and excessive runoff.
When to water
Early morning (4 to 8
a.m.) is the best time to water.
The least demand for water is
placed on municipal systems
at this time, wind and evaporative losses
low, and
application efficiency and
distribution are greatest.
Midday watering is not hazardous to the lawn, but· is
highly inefficient and should
be avoided. Water evaporative losses are greatest at
midday and wind makes it

are

difficult to apply water
evenly. Standing water on a
lawn during periods of high
temperature and light intensity can cause scald injury.
This situation is usually not a
problem, however, since surface drainage is generally
adequate.
A form of midday
watering called syringing is
beneficial for lawns. Commonly used on golf course
greens, the major use of syringing on lawns is to minimize disease, insect, and high
temperature stress. Make a
light application of water to
the lawn. This light application evaporates rapidly from
the grass leaf surface. The
evaporation process cools the
turf and reduces heat stress.
Syringing home lawns that
have summer patch disease
reduces the disease symptoms
and severity that decrease
turfgrass quality.

Table 1. The relative wilting tendency at low soil
moisture content of some igrasses grown in Nebraska
turfs.
Turfgrass species
Wilting tendency
Very low
Alkaligrass
Bluegrama
Buffalograss
Zoysiagrass
Low
Chewings fescue
Creeping red fescue
Fairway crested wheatgrass
Hard fescue
Tall fescue
Canada bluegrass
Intermediate
Kentucky bluegrass
Meadow fescue
Perennial ryegrass
Bromegrass
High
Creeping bentgrass
Timothy
Velvet bentgrass

Avoid watering in the
early evening or at night.
Evening and night watering
favors disease development.
Evaporative water loss is low,
relative humidity is high, and
water remains on the leaf surface for a longer time. Night
watering favors dew formation that is heavier and longer
lasting.
These conditions
favor the growth and development of many organisms that
cause turfgrass diseases.
Night watering may be necessary in some cases, but it
should be used only as a last
resort.
Watering frequency
How frequently
should a lawn be watered?
This is not an easy question to
answer. A set watering program cannot be applied to all
lawns.
Watering frequency
should be based on the
turfgrass plant's need. Look

for signs of wilting before
applying water. A dark, bluegreen color and footprints
remaining after walking on
the turf are signs that the lawn
needs water. When these
conditions occur, water the
lawn as thoroughly as possible without causing water
runoff or puddling. Amount
and frequency of watering
depends on a) the turfgrass
species and cultivar (Tables I
and 2); b) soil texture and
structure; c) ground (sloped);
d) exposure; e) climate; f) intensity of culture and use; and
g) length of the growing season. All of these factors
should be considered in a
turfgrass irrigation program.

Drought tolerant plants

In nature, water is usually the most limiting factor for
plant growth. This is also the case in home or commercial
landscapes. If plants do not receive adequate rainfall or
irrigation, the resulting drought stress can reduce growth more
than all other enviromriental stresses combined.
Drought can be dermed as the absence of rainfall or
irrigation for a period of time sufficient to deplete soil moisture
and injure plants. Drought stress results when water loss from
the plant exceeds the ability of the plant's roots to absorb water
and when the plant's water content is reduced enough to
interfere with normal plant processes. In Nebraska, plants may
Water home lawns as frequently encounter drought stress. Rainfall is very seasonal
infrequently and heavily as and periodic drought occurs regularly. Because eastern Nepossible to encourage the braska's soils are typically clay, many plants may experience
deepest root system for that drought stress after several days without water. The use of
particular site. Avoid over- drought tolerant plants in the landscape can reduce the likelicontinued on page 8 hood of plant injury due to drought stress.
Environmental conditions are major variables affecting
Table 2. Drought tolerance rating of several cool and
water use. Aside from the moisture content of the soil, light
warm seasons turfgrasses ,grown in Nebraska.
intensity, temperature. relative humidity, and wind spee.d have
Turfgrass species
Drought tolerance
significant effects on water use. Homeowners may be able to
Blue grama
Excellent
modify some environmental conditions in the landscape that
Buffalograss
will improve water status of plants:
Saltgrass
1) irrigation increases soil moisture,
Zoysiagrass
2) mulching reduces evaporation from the soil surface,
Good
3) growing plants in shade reduces the light intensity and leaf
Alkaligrass
Chewings fescue
temperature, and
Creeping red fescue
4) windbreaks reduce wind velocity.
Crested wheatgrass
Some species have an inherent tolerance of drought
Hard fescue
because they have evolved in arid areas, regions with frequent
drought, or regions with soils of low water holding capacity.
Tall fescue
Bromegrass
Intermediate
Some species have anatomical or physiological characteristics
Kentucky bluegrass
that allow them to withstand drought or to acclima.te to
continued on page 8
Meadow fescue
Timothy
r
Colonial bentgrass
Poor
GARDEN GOSSIP HOTLINE
Creeping bentgrass
Perennial ryegrass
Rough bluegrass
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Repellent may cause adverse effects
We are often asked about how long someone should wait
before entering fields treated with insecticides. The following
list provides the re-entry times for some common insecticides.
Also, check the pesticide label for the re-entry period. Always
follow label directions and do not enter fields after treattnent
until the re-entry period has passed.
.
Ambush 2E - When spray is· dry
Asana 1.9E - When spray is dry
Comite 6.5EC - When spray is dry
Counter lSG - 7 days (foliar) Mter dust settles (soil)
Cygon 400 - 4 days
Diazinon AGSOO - When spray is dry
Diazinon 14G - After dust settles
Dipe110G, ES - When dust settles or spray is dry
Eis-Syston 8EC lSG - 24 hours
Dyfonate n lOG - 24 hours (foliar) - Mter dust settles (soil)
Dyfonate 4EC - 24 hours
Dylox 80S - When spray is dry
EPN SEC - 24 hours
Force 1.5 G - None stated on label
Furadan lSG - None stated on label
Furadan 4 F - 24 hours (limited activity in fields)
- 14 days (prolonged activity in fields)
Guthion SOWP - 24 hours
Imidan SOWP - When spray is dry
Lannate l.8L,90S - When spray is dry
Larvin 3.2F - When spray is dry
Lorsban 4E - 24 hours
Lorsban lSG - None stated on label
Malathion EC - When spray is dry
Metasystox-R2E - 48 hours
Parathion ethyl & methyl - 48 hours
Penncap-M - 48 hours
Pounce 3.2EC - When spray is dry
Pydrin 2.4EC - When spray is dry
Sevin, all formulas - When spray is dry
Thimet 20G - 7 days (foliar) - After dust settles (soil)

(DV)

Increasing public concern over Lyme diseas~ and
other arthropod-borne illnesses has resulted in substantial increases in the sue of
insect repellents. The most
widely used of these products
(e.g. Off, Cutters,Ben's) contain the chemical repellent
N ,N-diethyl-m-toluamide or
DEET.
According. to the
EPA, a few people have reported having adverse reac.tions after using repellents
with DEET (fewer than 10
cases out of the 50-100 million people using DEET annually). Consequently, public
health officials believe that "a
small segment of the population may be sensitive to
DEET'. Reactions have included headaches. mood
changes (crying, irritability),
confusion and nausea, and in
severe cases, muscle spasms,
convulsions or unconsciousness. Most of the adverse
reactions, however, appear to
have involved accidental ex·posure such as ingestion or
spraying into the eyes.
While the EPA is not
suggesting that individuals
discontinue using products
containing DEET (as in most
cases the benefits far outweigh the potential risks),
they feel it is important that
consumers be aware of possible adverse reactions, be
familiar with the symptoms
and know now to respond
appropriately.
The EPA suggests the
following guidelines for using
insect repellents:
Use the product only as
directed on the label. Do not
use under clothing.
Never apply over cuts,

wounds or irritated skin and
do not apply to or near eyes
and mouth. In the case of
young children, do not apply
to hands.
Do not make frequent
reapplication in excess of
what is directed by the product label; saturation is not
necessary.
After returning indoors,
wash treated skin with soap
and water and remove treated
clothing.
If an adverse reactions
is suspected, wash the treated

skin and call your local poison
control center. In Nebraska,
call 800-955-9119. If you
seek medical help, take the
repellent with you.
Get the facts on Lyme
Disease
The Nebraska Department of Health and Nebraska
Game and Parks Commission
recently published an excellent brochure entitled Lyme
Disease: Information for Nebraskans. This publication
contains information on the

transmission, signs, symptoms, detection and treattnent
of the disease. The brochure
also contains a section answering commonly asked
questions. It is well-illustrated with pictures. graphs
and charts. For a free brochure, write the Nebraska
Department of Health, 801
Centennial Mall South, Lincoln, NE 68509 or NebraSka
Game and Parks Commission,
2200 North 33rd Street, Lincoln, NE 68503. (WLS)

( COFFEE SHOP TALK)
Question: Can beef cows be fed in drylot during the summer?
Feeding beef cows in a drylot during the summer is not a common management pra~tice,
but may be considered in situations when pasture is not available. Pasture may not be aVaIlable
due to drought, cool, dry springs that delay grass growth, limited acres ofpasture or extremely
high pasture rental rates.
Beef cows in a drylot will require better management, more labor, and extra equipment
compared to a free grazing situation. Producers need to inventory feeds on quality and quantity.
This will allow for ''best'' use of feed resources. In addition, taking inventory will also help to
determine if other feeds need to be purchased to meet the protein, energy, mineral and vitamin
needs of the cattle. It also is essential to make sure feeding losses are kept to a minimum,
especially if feeds are fed on the ground. As high as 40 percent of the feed can be lost using
.
this feeding practice.
It needs to be deterinined where the cattle will be fed. Sometimes a 20 to 40 acre
"sacrifice" pasture is appropriate. This will give cows and calves room to exercise. Make sure
the "sacrifice" pasture can be easily renovated.
.
Rations can be primarily forage, a grain-forage combination or primarily grain. If the
ration is primarily grain, do not exceed 70 percent of the ration as .grain. Therefore, 30 percent
of the rations should be roughage.
If spring cows are placed in a drylot,the breeding season needs to occur sometime during
the summer. The drylot area needs to be designed so the chances for injury to the bulls, cows,
and calves are minimal. It may be appropriate to fence off an area that the calves can enter but
excludes the bulls and cows.
Finally, protein and energy needs for the cow are high during lactation. Lactatin& cows
require more of a better quality feed than non-lactating cows. It may be more economIcal to
wean the calves early and manage them separate from cows. There is a NebGuide on
"Management of Early Weaned. Calves", G83-655. which is available at the extension office.
(WLS)
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Drought tolerant plants ... (l'I)llliI1LlCLi)
drought All plants have a waxy coating on their leaves called
"cuticle," but some species have developed exceptionally
thick cuticles that reduce the amount of water lost by evaporation from the leaf surface. Leaf hairs, which reduce air
movement at the leaf surface, are another means of reducing
evaporation from the leaf. Since the amount of surface area
exposed to the annosphere affects evaporation, leaf size and
thickness are other adaptations, with thicker leaves and smaller
leaves being more resistant to water loss. Some species have
evolved large surface root systems to quickly absorb rainfall,
while other species grow deep root systems to tap deep water
tables. Some plants avoid drought by dropping their leaves
during droughts, and quickly 'regrowing new leaves when
environmental conditions improve. Drought tolerant plants
are also an important component of "xeriscapes:'landscapes
designed to conserve water, because drought tolerant plants
typically use less water than other plants.
A list of drought tolerant landscape plants is available
from the University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension in
Lancaster County, 444 Cherrycreek Road, Lincoln. (OJ)
r~----------------"""'",
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this water to soak into the soil
land then repeat the watering
process. Stop watering when
runoff begins to occur. Use a
~ilar approach on la~s
WIth slopes. Aerate clay soils
and sloping sites to improve
water penetration, decrease
runoff, and encourage deeper
rooting.
Someareasinthelawn
may dry more quickly than
others.
South exposures,
sunny sites, slopes, areas near
sidewalks, curbs or driveways, and turfs with shallow
root systems require more
frequent watering. Shady
sites and north exposures may
not need watering as often.
Hand watering of areas that
dry unevenly may be neces-

sary.

.
Drought and water
shortages
Turfs in Lancaster
County are periodically and
seasonally exposed to water
shortages and drought stress.
If supplemental water is not
available, these turfs will
eventually cease growth and
Use
become dormant.
drought-tolerant turfgrasses
when irrigation is not feasible.
Even within a species, selecting cultivars that use less water can be helpful (Tables 2).
If a drought period is extended, even the most
drought-tolerant grasses will
need some supplemental irrigation. Use cultural practices

that encourage drought tolerance. Emphasize late-season
fertilization and avoid early,
spring fertilization that causes
a flush of succulent growth.
Test the soil to be sure that
phosphorus and potassium
levels are adequate. Raise the
height of cut on the lawn
mower during stress periods,
preferably to 3.0 or 3.5 inches.
Never allow a lush, actively growing lawn to go into
drought stress without slowly
easing it into dormancy. A
well fertilized and watered
lawn exposed to an immediate
and extended drought will
suffer extensive damage, and
its subsequent recovery from
drought will be unsatisfactory. (OJ)

Tempt your family with raw vegetables

The NEBLINE is edited by Mark D. Hendricks,
Extension Assistant, Media, and published monthly by
the University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension in
Lancaster County, 444 Cherrycreek Road, Lincoln.
Nebraska, 68528. For more information, contact Mark
Hendricks at (402) 471-7180.
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Watering home lawns ... (continued)
watering and runoff. Infrequent, but heavy, watering
encourages the plant to develop a deep root system.
Such turfs can ~w upon a
larger volume ofsod for water
and nutrients and are less
prone to drought stress than
turfs receiving light, frequent
irrigation.
Turfs growing on
sandy soils require more frequent watering than those
growing on clay. Heavy clay
soils absorb water slowly. A
clay soil absorbs no more than
0.1 to 0.3 inches of water per
hour. These soils should be
watered for 30 minutes with a
sprinkler or irrigation system
that applies no Imore than 0.3
inch of water per hour. Allow

paper.

If your family members greet cooked vegetables with a hearty "yech!"
try serving raw veggies, instead.

tables are good straight from salt water. Cabbage worms floating out of their hiding
the garden and many can be andothercrittersshouldcome places in short order. (OJ)
combined with low-calorie
dips for tasty snacks for even
the weight-conscious.

Gardeners should
look past the traditional
salad vegetables - lettuce,
spinach, carrots, peppers,
tomatoes, green onions,
cabbage, cucumbers and
radishes - to peas, snap
beans, summer squash,
broccoli, cauliflower, kohlrabi and turnips. Served
raw, these vegetables offer
flavors, textures and colors
that may entice the vegetable haters in your family,
as the same produce could
not do if it were cooked.
Most of these vege-

Whether you're going
to browse among the garden
rows or harvest vegetables for
munching later, be sure to
observe the pesticide waiting
period listed on the label of
any insecticide or other pesticide you use on your crops.
Produce that has been sprayed
or dusted should be thoroughly washed before you eat
it.
To eliminate any insects that might be -lurking
inside broccoli or other vegetables, soak them briefly in

~

Blue jeans continued...

length. Add a front and back
V insert to provide the necessary width in the front and
back. Hem in the manner of
the original jeans.
Make a bag from old
blue jeans by cutting off the
top jean section just above the
crotch. Make a strap from the
jean leg, use fasteners, snaps
and self-closing tape or a
heavy duty zipper. Use the
jean pockets for small. easyto-Iose items. Add appliques
or embroidery for a decorative effect •
Quilts of all sizes can be

made from squares of jean
fabric or by combining jean
fabric with a contrasting fabric, either print or plain in
color. For interest, add pockets, belt loops, snaps and
leather labels. Tie the quilt in
layers using embroidery floss,
pearl cotton or knitting yam.
Use a thin layer of polyester
batting and a flannel sheet
blanket for the qUilt backing.
Unworn parts of jeans
can be cut into squares and
used in making items such as
quilted vests or toss pillows.
(EW)
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lNebline
Feedback
Form
In order to best serve our subscribers, this form will
appear in every issue of the Nebline. You can use this
form to:
1.-change your address and/or order a subscription
2.-register for events and programs sponsored by or
held at the University of Nebraska Cooperative
Extension in Lancaster County
3.-submit.general comments and/or story ideas.
General Information (please print)

Name: _____________________________________________________________

Address: --------------------_______
City: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Junel
Car Wash; Citizenship Washington
Focus fund raiser,
Meadowlane Shopping Center, 9 a.m. Sp.m.

Economics Judging,
1 - 2:30 p.m.

~p:------------------------Home Phone:---------------_
Daytime Phone: - - - - - - - - - - - -

June 13

Register for Workshop/Program: _ _ _ _ _ __
Date of Workshop/Program: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Time of Workshop/Program: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Number of registrations:_ at $_ each.
Payment enclOsed?·____- - - - - - - - Please help make the Nebline your newsletter by
letting us know what you would like to see in the
Nebline, and how we can better serve your needs.
Newsletter Infonnation

Address Change:
Number of Neblines received: - - - - - - - Order a SUbscription to Nebline: - - - - - - COmment:------------__- - - Story I d e a ( s ) : - - - - - - - - - - - Return to:

University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension
in Lancaster County
444 Cherrycreek Road, Uncoln, Nebraska
68528-1507

~------------------~

Rabbit VIPS meeting, 7 :30 p.m.

European
Borer
Scouting
Tour, Farmers Coop, Dorchester 6
p.m.

Workshop Registration

June 14
Final day for livestock ownership affidavits

4-H Practice Style
Show, 1 - 2:30 p.m.
July 8
4-Hhorse trailriding
clinic, Ben James
Fann

Farm and Ranch
Owners Update
8 p.m.

